A Message from Archangel Michael
Channeled by Jeff Fasano
Walking the New Path
The gates to the new pathway into the unknown have opened and you are now moving
deeper onto it. Many of you have made decisions and choices about creating a new life,
changing yourself and releasing old habits patterns and rituals and releasing your
attachments to the old. Many of you have asked yourself, does the old resonate for me?
And you may have come to the decision that it no longer does. The gates to the new have
opened and going back into the old is no longer a viable choice unless you want to
recreate it.
If you have made the decision to walk amongst the energies of the new and you
are continuing to release the old, your physical body may be reacting to that. You may
be experiencing physical symptoms and quite possibly walking through a shadow period.
It is as if a chemical reaction is being created within your physical body. What We mean
by this is, as you walk into the new the chemicals of these new energies are now mixing
with the old energies or the chemicals inside of you. And this mixture for some becomes
quite volatile. The old within you is now coming to the fore and deep rooted repressed
and suppressed feelings and trauma are surfacing and you now may be finding that you
are no longer able to control anything. It is time to completely surrendering to this
and allow yourself to feel your feelings. Begin to see “what is” in your life as opposed to
what you think isn't. This is most important now.
Ask yourself, Where am I? It is now about living your life moment-to-moment and being
in the now consistently. Where am I? What is in my life? Continue asking yourself these
questions as continue to release the old and create a new life for yourself. Write down
what comes to you.
Many of you may be feeling quite anxious and nervous. Some look behind you and
wonder how you can jump back into the old. The gates behind you to the old are
closing. The gates to the future have opened and the future is written by you. You might
be feeling trepidation and not understanding what is transpiring. In the depth and
breadth of your heart you are beginning to connect to your soul’s divine plan.
As the gates to the old are closing behind you, you are moving to an intersection. This is
where you can connect to your soul’s divine plan and the new pathway you are on leads
to it. Some are further along than others but you are all on this pathway. You are moving
out of the old and emerging from it into the new. Look at yourself in the mirror,
acknowledge the choices you have made and know that there is no going back. This is
why the feelings may become more intense. You may be in resistance to moving forward
and towards because you have moved out of deep-rooted comfort zones, the comfort
zones of the old, the comfort zones of looking outside of yourself for validation and
gratification. This no longer resonates for you because it is non-existent on the pathway
into the new.

Nothing outside of you can validate or gratify you any longer and it may frighten some of
you. Some may seek, Where can I go to get what I need to get to satisfy my addiction to
getting something outside of me? You may now look into the mirror and see nothing.
Many look out onto the pathway into the new and see nothing. Nothing is there dear
ones,except you. You are know in the unknown.
You are now at a place to see that the well inside of you is full, this is your well of
fulfillment. It is within you and not outside of you any longer. The well inside of you is
filled with who you are.
	
  

